
Green Screen Assignment 
 
 

 
 
 
The green screen is used to create the illusion that something or someone is in front of a completely 
different background. This background could be a still picture or a movie. Adobe Premiere allows you to 
layer one on top of the other while eliminating the green background. 
 
Your assignment is to create 3 short green screen scenes (total of 30 seconds or less). You may share 
the green screen video with a partner but you need to come up with different backgrounds. 
 
Ideas: 

 be a superhero flying through hallways 

 be a giant among ordinary students 

 travel to Paris, Calcutta or Tokyo 

 talk with Darth Vader, President Obama or Homer Simpson 

 be as small as a bug trapped on a lunch table, or perhaps jump up and down on a computer 

keyboard 

 Walk away from an explosion in slow motion (sunglasses recommended) 

 Float in space or in a spaceship. 

 Go on Safari, tell us about some majestic wildlife. 

 Make a weather announcement 

 Give a “tour” of a world monument or even SMS. 

 Dance off vs. yourself (Use split picture) 

 Talk to a mini hologram (Use picture in a pictures) 

 Do something dangerous (climb a mountain, surf a killer wave, skydive, etc) 

 Your Choice, let your imagination go! 
 
 
 
 
 



Directions 

 Create a Webpage in Google Sites titled “Greenscreens”.   

 Complete the storyboard planning using google slides and insert into your webpage with a 

Heading titled “STORYBOARD”. 

o USE GOOGLE SLIDES AND create a Four page slideshow storyboard that has the 

following; 

o Title Slide 

o THREE more SLIDES (Write a name or explain the setting used in each slide.  Explain 

your actions, movement, scene to accompany the setting in slide.) 

 

 Use a textbox and a heading titled “”Your Name”-Green Screen Episodes or adventures or 

series”. 

 Upload your movie to Drive and then insert into your webpage on your website. 

 

GRADING 
 
CONTENT: 
 

 Opening title  

 Three green screen scenes 

 Video Editing of backgrounds is clean and effective 

 Video Effects (Title, transitions, etc) are appropriate and enhance narrative 

 Audio is clear and effective. 

 
 
ADST CURRICULUM Content: 
 
Media Arts 

 digital and non-digital media technologies, their distinguishing characteristics, and their uses, 

including layout and design, graphics and images, and video production techniques for using 

images, sounds, and text to represent characterizations and points of view of people, including 

themselves, as well as settings and ideas 

 
 
 
 


